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Abstract

A methodology has been developed to evaluate the reliability of passive systems characterised by a moving fluid and whose
operation is based on thermal–hydraulic (T-H) principles. The methodology includes:

example of
ual Passive
Pressurized

s, the
duc-
lead
s for
• identification and quantification of the sources of uncertainties and determination of the important variables;
• propagation of the uncertainties through T-H models and assessment of T-H passive system unreliability;
• introduction of passive system unreliability in the accident sequence analysis.

Each step of the methodology is described and commented and a diagram of the methodology is presented. An
passive system is presented with the aim to illustrate the possibilities of the methodology. This example is the Resid
heat Removal system on the Primary circuit (RP2), an innovating system supposed to be implemented on a 900 MWe
Water Reactor.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 442257131;
fax: +33 442252408.

E-mail address: michel.marques@cea.fr (M. Marquès).

1. Introduction

The expanded consideration of severe accident
increased safety requirements and the aim of intro
ing effective – yet transparent – safety functions
to growing consideration of passive safety system
future nuclear reactors.

0029-5493/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.nucengdes.2005.06.008
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Nomenclature

ET event tree
FMEA Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
FORM/SORM First and Second Order Reliabil-

ity Methods
IE initiating event
PSA Probabilistic Safety Assessment
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor
RMPS Reliability Methods for Passive Safety

Functions
RP2 Residual Passive heat Removal system

on the Primary circuit
T-H thermal–hydraulics
TLPS Total Loss of Power Supply

Innovative reactor concepts make use of passive
safety features to a large extent in combination with
active safety or operational systems. According to the
IAEA (1991) definitions, a passive system does not
need external input, especially energy to operate. That
is why, passive systems are expected to combine among
others, the advantages of simplicity, a decrease in the
need for human interaction, a reduction or avoidance
of external electrical power or signals.

Besides the open feedback on economic compet-
itiveness, special aspects like lack of data on some
phenomena, missing operating experience over the
wide range of conditions and driving forces which are
smaller – in most cases – than in active safety systems,
must be taken into account.

This remark is especially applicable to the passive
system B or C (i.e. implementing moving working
fluid, following the IAEA (1991) classification) and
in particular to the passive systems that utilize natu-
ral circulation. These passive safety systems in their
designs rely on natural forces to perform their acci-
dent prevention and mitigation functions once actuated
and started. These driving forces are not generated by
external power sources (e.g. pumped systems), as is
the case in operating and evolutionary reactor designs.
Because the magnitude of the natural forces, which
drive the operation of passive systems, is relatively
small, counter-forces (e.g. friction) can be of compara-
ble magnitude and cannot be ignored as is generally
the case with pumped systems. Moreover, there are

considerable uncertainties associated with factors on
which the magnitude of these forces and counter-forces
depends (e.g. values of heat transfer coefficients and
pressure losses). In addition, the magnitude of such
natural driving forces depends on specific plant condi-
tions and configurations which could exist at the time a
system is called upon to perform its safety function.
All these uncertainties affect the thermal–hydraulic
(T-H) performances of the passive system. This par-
ticular aspect, inherent to these passive systems, was
discussed extensively in an international workshop
(OECD, 2002). Previous work carried out by ENEA,
University of Pisa and Polytechnic of Milan, led to the
development of a procedure called REPAS, which help
evaluate the reliability of natural circulation system
under specific conditions (Jafari et al., 2003).

To assess the impact of uncertainties on the pre-
dicted performance of the passive system, a large num-
ber of calculations with best estimate T-H codes are
needed. If all the sequences where the passive system
studied is involved are considered, the number of cal-
culations can be prohibitive. For all these reasons, it
appeared necessary to create a specific methodology to
assess the reliability of passive system B or C. The
methodology has been developed within the frame-
work of a project called Reliability Methods for Passive
Safety Functions (RMPS),1 performed under the aus-
pices of the European 5th Framework Programme. The
methodology addresses the following problems:
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identification and quantification of the sources
uncertainties and determination of the impor
variables;
propagation of the uncertainties through T-H mo
and assessment of T-H passive system unreliab
introduction of passive system unreliability in
accident sequence analysis.

In Section 2, each step of the methodology
escribed and commented and a diagram of
ethodology is presented. The example of the Re
al Passive heat Removal system on the Primary c
RP2), an innovative passive system, is presente
ection3to illustrate the possibilities of such a meth
logy.

1 All the reports of the RMPS project are available
ww.rmps.info.

http://www.rmps.info/
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Fig. 1. RMPS methodology roadmap.

2. Methodology overview

The methodology proposed consists of several steps,
which are shown inFig. 1 and are detailed in the fol-
lowing sections.

2.1. Definition of the accident scenario

The first step of the methodology is the definition
of the accident scenario in which the passive system
will operate. Knowledge of this scenario helps identify
the specific failure criteria and relevant parameters and

the specific quantification of uncertainties. The results
obtained in the reliability and sensitivity analyses of
the passive system are thus specific to this scenario.
A global evaluation of the passive system is obtained
by the integration of its unreliability in a Probabilistic
Safety Assessment, in which all the sequences involv-
ing the passive system are considered (see Section2.9).
This approach is preferred to conservative analyses
consisting in evaluating the system reliability for the
worst scenario considered or in integrating the larger
variability of the uncertain parameters covering all the
scenarios involving the system.
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2.2. Characterisation of the system

The purpose of this analysis is to obtain information
on the behaviour of the passive system, in an accident
scenario occurring during the life of the nuclear reactor
and to identify the failure zones and conditions, if such
exist. Therefore, the missions of the system, its failure
modes and the failure criteria must be defined.

2.2.1. Mission of the system
The missions of the system are the goals for which

the passive system has been designed and located
within the overall system. For instance, the mission of
the passive system can be decay heat removal, vessel
cooling, the pressure decrease of the primary circuit,
. . .. In some cases, the passive system can be designed
to fulfil several missions at the same time or different
missions depending on the considered scenario.

2.2.2. Failure mode
Due to the complexity of thermal–hydraulic phe-

nomena and to the interaction between the passive
system and the overall system, it is not always obvi-
ous to associate a failure mode to the mission of the
system. A qualitative analysis is often necessary so
as to identify potential failure modes and their conse-
quences, associated with the passive system operation.
A hazard identification qualitative method such as the
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) can be used
to identify the parameters judged critical for the per-
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or integral values over a mission time (e.g. the system
must reject at least a mean value of thermal power dur-
ing the entire system intervention). In these cases, the
failure criterion is obtained by the comparison between
the real performance of the system and the expected
value of this performance. In some cases, it is better to
define a global failure criterion for the whole system
instead of a specific criterion for the passive system.
For instance, the failure criterion can be based on the
maximal clad temperature during a specified period.
In this case, it will be necessary to have modeled the
complete system and not only the passive system.

2.3. Modeling of the system

Due to the lack of suitable experimental databases
for passive systems in operation, the evaluation must
rely on numerical modeling. The system analysis must
be carried out with a qualified thermal–hydraulic sys-
tem code and performing best estimate calculations.
Indeed, there is an increasing interest in computational
reactor safety analysis to replace the conservative eval-
uation model calculations by best estimate calculations
supplemented by a quantitative uncertainty analysis
(Gläser, 2002). Particularly in the present methodology
where the objective is the evaluation of the reliabil-
ity of the passive system, it is important to calculate
the passive system performance in a realistic and not
conservative way. At this stage, calculations have to be
carried out on the reference case with nominal values of
t sults
h xist.
D and
t odes
c he-
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a

2
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t
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ormance of the passive system and to help asso
ailure modes and corresponding indicators of the
re cause. This method can necessitate the introdu

n addition to mechanical components of the sys
piping, drain valve, etc.), of a “virtual” compone
his component is identified as natural circulation

s evaluated in terms of potential “phenomenolo
al” factors (these include non-condensable gas
p, thermal stratification, surface oxidation, crack
tc.), whose consequences can affect the passiv

em performance.

.2.3. Success/failure criteria
Knowledge on the system missions and fai

odes allows the evaluation of the failure criteria.
ailure criteria can be established as single-targets
he system must deliver a specific quantity of liq
ithin a fixed time) or as a function of time targ
he parameters characteristic of the system. The re
ave to be compared with experimental data if any e
uring the characterisation process, the modeling

he evaluation of the passive system, new failure m
an be identified (such as flow oscillations, plugs p
omena due to non-condensable gases,. . .) which mus
lso be taken into account.

.4. Identification of the sources of uncertainties

First of all, the method requires the identification
he potentially important contributors to uncertainty
he code results. These contributors are:

Approximations in modeling the physical proce
for instance, the treatment of a liquid steam mix
as a homogeneous fluid, the use of empirical co
lation, . . ..
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• Approximations in modeling the system geometry:
simplification of complex geometry features and
approximation of a three-dimensional system.

• The input variables: initial and boundary conditions,
such as plant temperatures, pressures, water levels
and reactor power, dimensions, physical properties,
such as densities, conductivities, specific heats, and
thermal–hydraulic parameters, such as heat transfer
coefficients or friction factors.

This identification of the relevant parameters must
be based on the opinion of the experts of physi-
cal processes and thermal–hydraulic codes. Different
methodologies have been developed to evaluate the
overall uncertainty in the physical model predictions
and some efforts have been made for the internal uncer-
tainty assessment capacity of thermal–hydraulic codes
(D’Auria and Giannotti, 2000). However, in the present
study, the uncertainties pertaining to the code are not
accounted for, focusing the attention on the uncer-
tainties relative to the input parameters of the code,
characteristic of the passive system or of the overall
system.

2.5. Identification of the relevant parameters

Among all the sources of uncertainties, the evalua-
tion of the reliability of a passive system requires the
identification of the relevant parameters which really
a here
f
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t lem
a ents
o d the
c ng.
T

• the
top

• v-
ctly
and
just

• am-

Then, for each element of each level, a pairwise
comparison matrix is build by expert elicitation to
assess the influence of the relevant entries of the level
below in relation to the element under analysis. The
proper question in the pairwise comparison is of the
form: “Considering entriesX and Y of level s − 1,
how much more important is entryX compared to
entry Y with respect to their influence on elementk
of level s?” The principal eigenvector of the compari-
son matrix provides the priority vector of the element
under consideration. Once all the priority vectors are
available, they are multiplied appropriately through the
branches of the hierarchy in order to determine the
overall weights of the bottom-level basic parameters
with regards to the previously defined top goal. The
major advantage of the pairwise comparison approach
to quantification is the simple and intuitive way of
expressing judgments on the relative importance of the
different constituents of the hierarchy, and the possibil-
ity of checking for consistency in the judgment entries.

2.6. Quantification of the uncertainties

A key issue in this methodology is the selection of
the distributions for the input parameters. The main
objective is that the selected distribution for each input
parameter must quantify the state of knowledge and
express the reliable and available information about
the parameter. The choice of distribution may highly
affect the reliability evaluations of the passive system.
D his
q

2
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t um
l just
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b ctive
a rised
a e of
v y be
ffect reaching the system goal. The tool chosen
or this task is the Analytic Hierarchy Process (Zio
t al., 2003). This method consists of three major s

he building of a hierarchy to decompose the prob
t hand, the input of pairwise comparison judgm
n the relevance of the considered parameters an
omputation of priority vectors to obtain their ranki
he hierarchy is built in three steps:

Accurately define the most important goal (i.e.
mission) of the passive system and place it at the
level.
Build the hierarchy downward into different le
els by putting in each level those factors dire
influencing the elements of the level just above
directly influenced by the elements of the level
below.
At the bottom of the hierarchy, place the basic par
eters.
ifferent points of view have to be considered for t
uantification.

.6.1. The amount of data
When the data on a parameter are abundant

istical methods can be used such as the maxim
ikelihood method or the method of moments to ad
nalytical density functions and different goodness
t tests can be used (Chi square, Kolmogorov–Smir
. .) to find the best analytical fit to the data. When
ata are sparse or non-existent and this is gene

he case when we consider the uncertainties affe
he passive system performance, the evaluation o
robability functions of the uncertain parameters m
e based on the expert judgments. Thus, a subje
pproach is used where the uncertainty is characte
s a probability density function that shows the rang
alues where the actual value of the parameter ma
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and what parts of the range the analyst considers more
likely than others. In the case where no preferences
can be justified, a uniform distribution will be speci-
fied, i.e. each value between minimum and maximum
is equally likely. These distributions are quantitative
expressions of the state of knowledge and can be mod-
ified if there is new evidence. If suitable observations
become available, they can be used consistently to
update the distributions. As a consequence of probabil-
ity distributions of input parameters, the computer code
results also have a subjective probability distribution,
from which uncertainty limits or intervals are derived.

2.6.2. The dependence between the parameters
If parameters have contributors to their uncertainty

in common, the respective states of knowledge are
dependent. As a consequence of this dependence,
parameter values cannot be combined freely and inde-
pendently. Instances of such limitations need to be
identified and the dependencies need to be quantified, if
judged to be potentially important. If the analyst knows
of dependencies between parameters explicitly, multi-
variate distributions or conditional probability distri-
butions may be used. The dependence between the
parameters can be also introduced by covariance matri-
ces or by functional relations between the parameters.

2.7. Sensitivity analysis

2.7.1. Objectives
lu-
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t
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Table 1
Grade rank for qualitative uncertainty and sensitivity analyses

Grade Definition

Uncertainty
H The phenomenon is not represented in the computer

modeling or the model is too complex or inappropriate
which indicates that the calculation results will have
a high degree of uncertainty

M The phenomenon is represented by simple modeling
based on experimental observations or results

L The phenomenon is modeled in a detailed way with
adequate validation

Sensitivity
H The phenomenon is expected to have a significant

impact on the system failure
M The phenomenon is expected to have a moderate

impact on the system failure
L The phenomenon is expected to have only a small

impact on the system failure

ity to that phenomenon (Burgazzi, 2002). For example,
even if a phenomenon is highly uncertain (because of
deficiencies in the physical modeling), this may not
be important for the overall failure probability. Con-
versely, a phenomenon may be well understood (there-
fore the uncertainty is small) but the failure probability
may be sensitive to small variation in this parameter.
The grading scheme is given inTable 1. The worst
case is characterised by “high” rankings relative to
either sensitivity or uncertainty (e.g. presence of non-
condensable gas or thermal stratification), making the
corresponding phenomena evaluation a critical chal-
lenge.

2.7.3. Quantitative sensitivity analysis
The quantitative sensitivity analysis necessitates

thermal–hydraulic calculations. It consists in ranking
the parameters according to their relative contribution
on the overall code response uncertainty and quantify-
ing this contribution for each parameter. To apportion
the variation in the output to the different input parame-
ters, many techniques can be used (Saltelli et al., 2000),
each yielding different measures of sensitivity.

A common approach is to base the sensitivity anal-
ysis on a linear regression method, which is based on
the hypothesis of a linear relation between response
and input parameters. This, in case of passive systems,
is obviously restrictive. However, the method is sim-
ple and quick, and provides useful insights in case
of a restricted number of sampling, as will be often
An important feature of the methodology is to eva
te the sensitivity of the input parameters uncertain
n the uncertainty of the passive system performa
he sensitivity measures give a ranking of input par
ters. This information provides guidance as to w

o improve the state of knowledge in order to reduce
utput uncertainties most effectively. If experimen
esults are available to be compared with calculati
he sensitivity measures provide guidance as to w
o improve the models of the computer code.

.7.2. Qualitative sensitivity analysis
Sometimes the lack of operational experience

ignificant data concerning the passive system pe
ance forces the analysis to be performed in a q

ative way aiming at the identification, for each fail
ode, of both the level of uncertainty associated

he phenomenon and the sensitivity of failure proba
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our case. Three different sensitivity coefficients have
been considered, each one providing a slightly dif-
ferent information on the relevance of a parameter:
standardized regression coefficients (SRC), partial cor-
relation coefficients (PCC) and correlation coefficients
(CC). Small differences between the different coeffi-
cients may be due to a certain degree of correlation
between the inputs and to the system’s non-linearity.
These occurrences should be analysed, the first one pos-
sibly through the examination of the correlation matrix
and the second one by calculating the model coefficient
of determinationR2.

Depending on the nature of the model representing
the passive system operation and calculating its per-
formances, it can be more accurate to use sensitivity
methods developed for non-monotonous or non-linear
models. In case of non-linear but monotonous mod-
els, we can perform rank transformations and calculate
associated indices: standardized rank regression coeffi-
cients (SRRCs) and partial rank correlation coefficients
(PRCCs). The rank transformation is a simple pro-
cedure, which involves replacing the data with their
corresponding ranks. We can also calculate a deter-
mination coefficient based on the rankR2*. The R2*

will be higher than theR2 in case of non-linear mod-
els. The difference betweenR2 and R2* is a useful
indicator of non-linearity of the model. For non-linear
and non-monotonous models, two methods exist: the
Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test (FAST) and the
Sobol method. The general idea of these methods is
t e, in
t am-
e g to
t cor-
r ters,
e arlo
s spe-
c of
t tions
( t to
c in of
v
T us,
w

•
•

• use the model as a response surface in order to eval-
uate the Sobol or FAST indices.

2.8. Reliability evaluations

Different methods can be used to quantify the reli-
ability of the passive system once a best estimate
thermal–hydraulic code and a model of the system are
given. The performance function of a passive system
according to a specified mission is given by:

M = performance criterion− limit

= g(X1, X2, . . . , Xn)

in which theXi (i = 1, . . ., n) are then basic random
variables (input parameters) andg(·) is the functional
relationship between the random variables and the fail-
ure of the system. The performance function can be
defined in such a way that the limit state, or failure sur-
face, is given byM = 0. The failure event is defined as
the space whereM ≤ 0, and the success event is defined
as the space whereM > 0. Thus, a probability of failure
can be evaluated by the following integral:

Pf =
∫ ∫

. . .

∫
fX(x1,x2,...,xn) dx1,dx2,...,dxn

(1)

wherefX is the joint density function ofX1, X2, . . ., Xn,
and the integration is performed over the region where
M ≤ 0. Because each of the basic random variables has
a unique distribution and because they interact, the
i of
m ility:
t ce
r rder
R

2
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( d to
e
c ns
c bles
a and
t An
e
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o decompose the total variance of the respons
erms corresponding to uncertainty on the input par
ters taken independently, in terms correspondin

he interaction between two parameters, in terms
esponding to the interaction between three parame
tc. The Sobol indices are calculated by Monte C
imulation. The problem of these methods, and e
ially the Sobol method, is that a good estimation
hese indices requires a great number of calcula
i.e. 10,000 simulations). Thus, it is necessary firs
alculate a response surface validated in the doma
ariation of the random variables (see Section2.8.4).
hus, if the model is really not linear, nor monotono
e propose to:

adjust non-linear models on the data;
test the validity of the model (e.g. in calculatingR2,
residues, predictive robustness);
ntegral (1) cannot be easily evaluated. Two types
ethods can be used to estimate the failure probab

he Monte Carlo simulation with or without varian
eduction techniques and the First and Second O
eliability Methods (FORM/SORM).

.8.1. Direct Monte Carlo
Direct Monte Carlo simulation techniqu

Rubinstein, 1981; Bjerager, 1989) can be use
stimate the failure probability defined in Eq.(1) (or its
omplement to 1, reliability). Monte Carlo simulatio
onsist in drawing samples of the basic varia
ccording to their probabilistic characteristics

hen feeding them into the performance function.
stimateP̄f of the probability of failurePf can be

ound in dividing the number of simulation cycl
n which g(·) ≤ 0, by the total number of simulatio
yclesN. As N approaches infinity,̄Pf approaches th
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true failure probability. It is recommended to measure
the statistical accuracy of the estimated failure prob-
ability by computing its variation coefficient (ratio
of standard deviation to average of estimations). The
smaller the variation coefficient, the better the accuracy
of the estimated failure probability. For a small failure
probability and a small number of simulation cycles,
the variance ofP̄f can be quite large. Consequently,
it may take a large number of simulation cycles to
achieve a specific accuracy. Then, the amount of
computer time needed for the direct Monte Carlo
method will be high, especially in our case where each
simulation cycle involves a long calculation (several
hours) performed by a thermal–hydraulic code.

2.8.2. Variance reduction techniques
Variance reduction techniques offer an increase in

the efficiency and accuracy of the simulation-based
assessment of the passive system reliability for a rela-
tively small number of simulation cycles (Rubinstein,
1981; Madsen et al., 1986). Different variance reduc-
tion techniques exist, such as: importance sampling,
stratified sampling, Latin hypercube sampling, condi-
tional expectation, directional simulation,. . ..

2.8.3. FORM/SORM
An alternative to the Monte Carlo simulation is the

use of FORM/SORM methods (Rackwitz et al., 1979;
Madsen et al., 1986; Melchers, 1999). They consist of
four steps:

• dom
rd
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• the
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the difficulty in identifying the design point when the
failure surface is not sufficiently smooth, and from the
fact that, contrary to Monte Carlo method, there is no
direct way to estimate the accuracy of the provided
estimation.

2.8.4. Response surface methods
To avoid the problem of long computer times in

the previous methods, it can be interesting to approx-
imate the responseY = g(X) given by the T-H code,
in the space of the input random variables, by a sim-
ple mathematical model ˜g(X) called response surface
(Rajashekhar et al., 1993). Experiments are conducted
with the basic random variablesX1, X2, . . ., Xn a suf-
ficient number of times to define the response surface
to the level of accuracy desired. Each experiment can
be represented by a point with coordinatesx1j, x2j, . . .,
xnj in an n-dimensional space. At each point, a value
of yj is calculated by the T-H code and the unknown
coefficients of the response surface ˜g(X) are deter-
mined in such a way that the error is minimum in the
region of interest. When a response surface has been
determined, the passive system reliability can be easily
assessed in using the Monte Carlo simulation. Differ-
ent types of response surfaces can be fitted: polynomial,
thin plate splines, neural networks, generalised linear
model, partial least squares regression,. . .. The type
of response surface will be chosen depending on the
problem (Devictor, 2004).
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variablesX1, X2, . . ., Xn into a space of standa
normal variables;
the search for, in this transformed space, the poi
minimum distance from the origin on the limit sta
surface (this point is called the design point);
an approximation of the failure surface near
design point;
a computation of the failure probability correspo
ing to the approximating failure surface.

FORM and SORM apply only to problems whe
he set of basic variables is continuous. For small o
robabilities, FORM/SORM are extremely efficie
hen compared to simulation methods. The calcula

ime is, for FORM, approximately linear in the numb
f basic variables and independent from the prob

ty level. The drawbacks of these methods come f
.9. Integration of passive system reliability in
SA

The objective of this part of the methodology is
evelopment of a consistent approach for introdu
assive system reliability in an accident sequence
robabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA). Up to now

he existing PSA of innovative nuclear reactor proje
re only taken into account the failures of the pas
ystem components, but not the failure of the ph
al phenomena on which the system is based, su
he natural circulation. The treatment of this aspec
he passive system failure in the PSA models is a
cult and challenging task and no commonly acce
ractices exist. In the first approach, we have
en an event tree (ET) representation of the acc
equences. ET techniques allow the identificatio
ll the different chains of accident sequences d
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Fig. 2. Example of an event tree.

ing from an initiating event. The initiating event is an
event (e.g. equipment failure, transient) that can lead
to the accident if no protective action is taken by safety
systems. Each sequence of the ET represents a certain
combination of events corresponding to the failure or
to the success of safety systems. Therefore, ET pro-
vides a set of alternative consequences. An example of
an event tree is shown inFig. 2. The consequences in
the case of Level 1 PSA of nuclear reactors are usually
defined as degrees of reactor core damage, including
‘safe’ state and ‘severe’ accident state. These conse-
quences are generally evaluated by T-H calculations
carried out in a conservative way.

This choice of the event tree presentation might
seem unsuitable because it does not appear to consider
the dynamic aspects of the transient progression includ-
ing dynamic system interactions, T-H induced failure
and operator actions in response to system dynamics.
In fact, we have treated examples where the overall
reactor, including the safety systems and in particular
the passive system, is modeled by the T-H code. This
results in the fact that the dynamic system interactions
are taken into account by the T-H calculation itself. In
addition, we have not considered human intervention
during the studied sequences, which is coherent with
the usual utilization of the passive systems in innova-
tive reactors. So, for the first approach, the event tree
presentation seems a good and simple representation

for the assessment of accident sequences, including the
passive systems.

For the sequences where the definition of envelope
cases is impossible, events corresponding to the fail-
ure of the physical process are added to the event tree
and uncertainty analyses are carried out to evaluate the
corresponding failure probability. For this purpose, the
T-H code is coupled to a Monte Carlo simulation modu-
lus. The failure probabilities obtained by these reliabil-
ity analyses are fed into the corresponding sequences.

3. Application of the methodology

The RMPS methodology was successfully applied
to several passive systems, such as the Isolation Con-
denser System of Boiling Water Reactor (Marquès
et al., 2002) or the Hydro-Accumulators of the VVER.
We present here the example of the Residual Passive
heat Removal system on the Primary circuit (RP2)
system.

3.1. Description of the RP2 system

The RP2 system is an innovative passive system
designed by the CEA (Gautier et al., 1999), which
is supposed to be implemented on a 900 MWe Pres-
surized Water Reactor (PWR). This passive system is
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Fig. 3. Sketch of the Residual Passive heat Removal system on the
Primary circuit (RP2).

composed of three circuits dedicated to heat removal,
each one being connected to a loop in the primary
circuit (Fig. 3). Each circuit includes an exchanger
immersed in a cooling pool located inside the contain-
ment, and a valve to allow it to start. For the study in
progress, this valve was put on the cold leg of the sys-
tem, downstream from the exchanger. The exchanger
is located higher than the main piping of the primary
circuit to allow a natural circulation between the core
and the exchanger. Reaching to a criterion of reactor
emergency shutdown, the valve opens and natural cir-
culation starts. The residual power produced by the fuel
is transferred to the cooling pool via the RP2 exchanger.
This system is quite similar to the passive heat removal
system in AP600, but its missions are different. AP600
only rely upon passive systems for design basis acci-
dents. RP2 has been designed within the framework of
a new management principle, termed “Base Operation
Passive Heat Removal” (BOPHR), where the residual
power is removed jointly by active and passive systems,
immediately after emergency shutdown. This example
highlights the coupling effects between the passive sys-
tem and the entire Nuclear Power Plant.

3.2. Characterisation of the system

3.2.1. Accidental scenario
The transient of Total Loss of the Power Supplies

(TLPS) was selected as a reference accident for the
reliability evaluation of the system.

3.2.2. Mission of the system
The objective of the safety systems is to avoid core

meltdown under pressure. Thus, the mission of the RP2
system is double, on the one hand to depressurize the
primary circuit, and on the other hand to prevent core
fusion. For the exercise, the duration of accidental cal-
culation was arbitrarily set at 12 h, relatively long time
where no human intervention is simulated.

3.2.3. Failure criteria
The failure of the system is obtained if the maximum

temperature of the clad or the temperatures of the fluid
at the core output go beyond, respectively, the values
of 500◦C and 450◦C, in less than 12 h.

3.3. Modeling of the system

3.3.1. Model development
The modeling with the CATHARE code (Barre and

Bernard, 1990) of a complete PWR 900 MWe with the
three independently simulated primary and secondary
loops has been carried out. Each loop is equipped with a
RP2 circuit with its exchanger immersed in a pool. The
three cooling pools are modeled independently. Each
RP2 circuit is connected to a primary loop between
the hot and cold legs. Before the transient evaluation,
steady-state calculations are carried out in order to
adjust the characteristic parameters identified in the
study to their target values. The following assumptions
a ula-
t
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re taken into account for the TLPS reference calc
ion:

shutdown of the primary circuit pumps;
curve ANS 100% NP (2775 MW) for the decay
residual power;
loss of the Feedwater Flow Control System and
Auxiliary Feedwater System;
core power at 100% NP: 2775 MW;
primary pressure: 15.5 MPa;
level of the pressurizer: 7.3 m;
initial level of fluid in the steam generators: 12.78
secondary pressure: 5.8 MPa;
three RP2 available;
initial temperature of the water in the pool: 30◦C.

.3.2. Identification of the sources of uncertainties
A set of 24 parameters likely to be more or l

ncertain at the time of the RP2 passive system s
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Fig. 4. Result of the nominal CATHARE calculation with two RP2 systems available.

up and significantly influencing the performances of
the system was identified by expert judgment. These
parameters are called the characteristic parameters and
are listed below.

For each of the three RP2 circuits (i= 1, 3):

• Ii: instant at which the isolation valve of the RP2
opens;

• Xi: rate of uncondensable at the inlet of the RP2
exchanger;

• Li: initial pool level;
• Ti: initial temperature of the water in the pool;
• Ci: fouling of RP2 exchanger tubes;
• Ri: number of broken tubes in RP2 exchanger.

For the primary circuit:

• PUI: percentage of nominal core power;
• PP: pressure in the pressurizer;
• ANS: decay of residual power according to the ANS

law.

For the secondary circuit (i= 1, 3):

• NGVi: real secondary level in the three steam gen-
erators.

3.3.3. Thermal–hydraulic calculations on the
reference case

A preliminary calculation was carried out with the
nominal values of the characteristic parameters in the
case where only two RP2 are available. This case cor-
responds to the single failure criterion. The calculated
transient was satisfactory.Fig. 4shows the evolution of
the outlet temperature of the core in comparison with
the saturation temperature. The mission of the RP2 is
completely fulfilled. At the end of 12 h (43,200 s), the
primary circuit is depressurized, and the cooling of the
core is assured.

In addition, with an aim of testing, the response of
the CATHARE code for extreme values of the char-
acteristic parameters, calculations were carried out in
taking the minimum and maximum values of each
parameter for the range of variations specified by
experts.

3.4. Sensitivity and reliability analyses of the RP2
system

3.4.1. Global analyses
The first reliability and sensitivity analyses of the

RP2 system were carried out by considering broad
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Table 2
Probabilistic model of the 24 random variables in the global reliability analysis

Variable Distribution Average Standard deviation Xmin Xmax λ µ

I1, I2, I3 Composed
X1, X2, X3 Exponential 182 0
L1, L2, L3 Truncated normal 4.5 0.6 2 5
T1, T2, T3 Truncated normal 303 20 280 368
C1, C2, C3 Truncated normal 15 5 0 30
R1, R2, R3 Exponential 7 0
PUI Truncated normal 100 1 98 102
PP Truncated normal 155 4 153 166
ANS Truncated normal 10 5 0 20
NGV1, NGV2, NGV3 Truncated normal 12.78 0.30 12.08 13.91

ranges of variation for the characteristic parameters.
These ranges were supposed to represent the whole
set of initial configurations to which the system could
be subjected. The idea behind these first evaluations
was to make a single reliability analysis of the sys-
tem and in this way, limit the number of uncertainty
calculations. The drawbacks of this unique evaluation
were that the obtained results could have been conser-
vative and not realistic and that this method did not
allow the testing of the influence of the passive sys-
tem on different accident situations. The choice of the
ranges of variation and probability density functions

of the characteristic parameters, given inTable 2, was
based on expert judgment. Eighty-eight samples were
generated and for each sample, a CATHARE calcu-
lation was performed. Among these 88 calculations,
we obtained 7 system failures. All these seven fail-
ure cases corresponded to cases with one tube rupture
in one of the RP2s. Depending on the case, the limit
core output temperature is reached between 4100 s and
7100 s.Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the outlet tem-
perature of the core on one of these failure cases. All
the other calculations were a success for the system’s
mission.

n with
Fig. 5. Result of the CATHARE calculatio
 one tube rupture in one of the RP2 exchangers.
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Fig. 6. Global sensitivity analysis on the performance ratio of the RP2 system carried out by calculating SOBOL indices.

In the second step, we decided to suppress the possi-
bility of tube rupture at RP2 start-up. Indeed, the tube
rupture could be included in the failure of mechani-
cal components of the system in a Probability Safety
Assessment (see Section3.5). In this case, we only had
21 random variables. Eighty-five samples from the 21
random variables were generated and for each sample, a
CATHARE calculation was performed. All these cases
lead to a success for the system’s mission considering
the failure criteria. In order to analyse the performance
of the system, we considered the ratio between the sum
of the energy extracted by each RP2 during the 12 h of
the transient and the energy produced by the core during
the transient. To perform a sensitivity analysis on the
performance of the system, different types of response
surfaces were fitted between the 21 input parameters
and the output value of the ratio calculated by the
CATHARE code: polynomial response surfaces (up to
third degree) and responses surfaces obtained by neural
network techniques. Two types of sensitivity analysis
were carried out: a sensitivity analysis with standard-
ized regression coefficients although the model is not
fully linear (R2 = 0.77) and a sensitivity analysis with
Sobol indices calculated by using a response surface
based on neural network and by performing 10,000
simulations of this surface (Fig. 6). The results of the
calculation of the SRCs or the Sobol indices both give
the same indications: the most important variables are
ANS, the residual power decay which is mainly due

to the state of the fuel in the core when the transient
occurs andI1, I2, I3, the instants of opening of the RP2
valves, which directly govern the duration of the heat
exchange time in the RP2 system.

3.4.2. Specific analyses
Within the framework of the integration of the sys-

tem reliability in a PSA (see Section3.5), the spe-
cific ranges of variation and the specific probabilis-
tic density functions of the characteristic parameters
have been identified for some sequences. Specific reli-
ability and sensitivity analyses were carried out for
these sequences. We present here the example of the
sequence with two RP2s available and no broken tube
in the RP2 exchangers. In this case, the number of char-
acteristic parameters is reduced to 14 (there are only
two RP2 circuits available and the number of broken
tubes and the valve failure are no longer considered in
the uncertainty analysis, but taken into account in the
event tree of the PSA). Besides, a monitoring system
was supposed to be implemented on the RP2 system,
in order to constantly check that the RP2 loops are
available when these are solicited. This led to narrower
ranges of variation for the levels and the tempera-
tures of the two pools. The choice of the probabilistic
model presented inTable 3 was based on engineer
judgment.

The results of the sensitivity analysis performed by
calculating the SRCs and the partial correlation coeffi-
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Table 3
Probabilistic model of the 14 random variables in the specific reliability analysis of the sequence with two RP2 loops available and no broken
tubes in the exchangers

Variable Distribution Par 1 Par 2 Xmin Xmax

X1, X2 Truncated log-normal 0.12 0.43 0 1
L1, L2 Truncated normal 4.5 0.5 4 5
T1, T2 Truncated normal 30 20 10 50
C1, C2 Truncated log-normal 12 0.4 0 30
PUI Truncated normal 100 2 98 102
PP Truncated normal 155 2 153 157
ANS Truncated log-normal 6 0.4 0 20
NGV1, NGV2, NGV3 Truncated normal 12.78 0.70 12.08 13.91

cients show (Fig. 7) that the most influential parameters
on the performance ratio areL1 andL2, the initial pool
levels and the ANS curve. The objective of the uncer-
tainty calculations was to evaluate the probabilityp1
corresponding to the failure of the T-H process, con-
sidered as a basic event in the event tree, when only
two RP2s are available. We carried out 76 calculations
with CATHARE with values for the input variables
randomly generated by considering this probabilistic
model. Among these 76 calculations, we obtained 18
cases of failure, leading to a rough estimation of the
failure probabilityp1 to 0.24.

In the same way, we determined a T-H failure prob-
ability p2 equal to 0.04 for the RP2 passive system in

the sequence with two RP2s available and at least one
broken tube in one of the RP2 exchangers.

3.5. Integration of the reliability of passive system
in Probabilistic Safety Assessment

3.5.1. Methodology
This study consists in:

• identifying the different types of malfunction of
the RP2 passive system and evaluating their related
probabilities;

• including these evaluations in a simplified PSA on a
PWR reactor;

F 2 syste on the RP2
e

ig. 7. Sensitivity analysis on the performance ratio of the RP
xchangers.
m in the case with two RP2s available and no broken tubes
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• carrying out calculations on a set of CATHARE tran-
sients;

• including the CATHARE results in the PSA;
• evaluating the yearly occurrence frequency of core

damage for the reactor equipped with safety passive
systems, in the case of a TLPS transient.

3.5.2. Types of malfunctions
The reliability analysis of the RP2 passive system

underlines the existence of two types of failures which
could affect the system:

• failures on passive system components, which lead,
directly or indirectly, to the loss of the system;

• the occurrence of an initial configuration of the pas-
sive system, which is not standard and leads to the
loss of the system, mainly for thermal–hydraulic rea-
sons.

For this second type of failures, we can consider two
possibilities:

• A monitoring system could detect, before the occur-
rence of the TLPS event, the existence of the non-
standard configuration of the passive system (for
instance, the cooling pool level is lower than the
threshold level). It is considered that, as soon as
the non-standard configuration is detected, the auto-
matic safety systems or the operators shutdown the
reactor in safety state. The occurrence of this type
of configuration lies in the failure of monitoring sys-

• cur-
on-
(for
t the
not

Table 4
Failure probability of the RP2 components

Failure type Failure probability
(per demand)

Non-opening per demand of the RP2 valve
(for each RP2 loop)

3× 10−3

Broken tubes in the RP2 exchanger (for at
least one of the three RP2 loops)

3× 10−3 (hypothesis:
10−3 per RP2 loop)

considered that operators shutdown the reactor in a
safety state.

3.5.3. Probability for each type of malfunction
This section aims to evaluate the probabilities for

each of the three types of failures previously identified.
For the first and the second types of failures, the analy-
sis consists in taking into account the failure in the form
of a probability of occurrence. The failure probabili-
ties are evaluated by analogy with similar components
existing on PWR reactors. Failure probabilities of the
RP2 system components are given inTable 4and the
occurrence of initial non-standard configurations of the
RP2 system, detectable by a monitoring system, in
Table 5.

The existence of an initial non-standard configu-
ration for the passive system, regarding a monitored
parameter, requires the combination of two simultane-
ous failures:

• the occurrence of the non-standard configuration (for
instance, low level for the RP2 pool);

• the lack of detection of this non-standard configura-
tion by the monitoring system.

The related probability is then the product of the
probability of occurrence of the non-standard config-

T
P n of th

I oring s )

P e of th
or, calc

P e of the
sensor

S e of the
sensor

)

P ailure ty system)
tems.
No monitoring system can detect, before the oc
rence of the TLPS event, the existence of a n
standard configuration of the passive system
instance, presence of non-condensable gas a
inlet of the RP2 exchanger). In this case, it is

able 5
robability of occurrence of an initial non-standard configuratio

nitial non-standard configuration type (detectable by a
monitoring system)

Monit

ool water level lower than the low level threshold
(defined for each RP2 loop)

Failur
(sens

ool water temperature higher than the high temperature
threshold (defined for each RP2 loop)

Failur
sure (

team generator level lower than the low level threshold
(defined for each RP2 loop)

Failur
sure (

rimary pressure level higher than the high level threshold F
e RP2 system, detectable by monitoring systems

ystem failure type Failure probability (per demand

e pool water level measure
ulator)

3× 10−3

pool water temperature mea-
, calculator)

3× 10−3

steam generator level mea-
, calculator)

Negligible (reactor safety system

of the primary pressure measure Negligible (reactor safe
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Table 6
Failure probabilities per demand of the RP2 system

Failure type Failure probability
(per demand)

Two RP2 loops available and one
RP2 loop in failure

3Pfloop = 3 ×10−2a

One RP2 loop available and two
RP2 loops in failure

3Pf2loop = 3 × 10−4a

No RP2 loop available Pf3loop = 10−6a

a For each RP2 loop, the failure probability per demand Pfloop

is roughly equal to 10−2 ≈ 3× 10−3 (non-opening per demand of
the RP2 valve) + 3× 10−3 (failure of the pool water level mea-
sure) + 3× 10−3 (failure of the pool water temperature measure).

uration by the probability of occurrence of the non-
detection by the monitoring system.

The evaluation of the probability of occurrence of
the non-standard configuration is not possible at the
present level of operation studies on RP2 system. Thus,
the probability of occurrence of the non-standard con-
figuration is set at 1 under conservative assumption.
The failure probability of the system, following the
non-standard configuration, is considered as the prob-
ability of non-detection of the situation by the moni-
toring system.

For each RP2 loop, the failure probability is equal to
10−2 per demand. This value is obtained in summing
up the probability that the valve does not open and the
probabilities of failure of the monitoring systems for
the pool water level and the pool water temperature.
The RP2 system is made of three RP2 loops. Thus,
three types of failure, depending on the number of loops
available, have to be analysed. The failure probabilities
obtained in each case are given inTable 6.

The evaluation of the probability of occurrence of
an initial non-standard configuration for the RP2 sys-
tem, undetectable by any monitoring system, is esti-
mated through a reliability analysis taking into account
the probability density functions of the characteris-
tic parameters of the process. The association of the
CATHARE code with a Monte Carlo simulation mod-
ulus allows the estimation of the failure probability of
the physical process in this case (see Section3.4.2).

3
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event (TLPS, when the reactor is in full power), and the
associated accident management based on the applica-
tion of two passive safety systems: the RP2 passive
system (made up of three RP2 loops) and the safety
injection by accumulators. The seal LOCA breaks in
case of TLPS are not taken into account in this study
but they should be taken into account in a more detailed
study.

The accidental sequences are defined using an event
tree, taking into account the success or the failure of the
components and of the physical process involved in the
RP2 system. Knowing the occurrence of each accident
sequence frequency and considering that all the events
are independent, the estimation of the core damage
probability can be carried out by summing up the prob-
abilities of each sequence leading to a core damage.

This analysis is an illustrating exercise, dedicated to
the test and the validation of the reliability methodology
applied to the passive system. It should be noted that
the PSA result obtained has several limitations, which
should be eliminated as much as possible in a real PSA.
These specific limitations are:

• The analysis concerns only one initiating event, the
TLPS, even if this transient is the reference transient
having been used for the design basis of the safety
systems dedicated to residual power removal; other
initiating events have to be analysed.

• The consequences of a system failure, when it is not
in demand (valve opening, valve leak, rupture of a
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.5.4. Simplified PSA including the RP2 passive
ystem

The simplified PSA carried out in this project co
ists in analysing an accident, defined as an initia
primary nozzle), are not considered (i.e. the init
ing events created by a failure of the RP2 are
taken into account), even if this failure could hav
potential effect on the safety.
No aggravating event is considered, relative to
initiating event of TLPS, apart from the RP2 pass
system failures (component failures or T-H proc
failure) and the safety injection.
The human factor (operator errors) are not exp
itly taken into account (the presence of a crisis t
limits error possibilities).
No “mechanical” common cause failure between
three RP2 loops have been considered. Only
“thermal–hydraulic” common cause failure has b
taken into account through the global CATHA
modeling of the three RP2 loops. Thus, the mec
ical failure of one RP2 loop has no consequenc
the operation of the others.
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• The common cause failure between the monitor-
ing systems of the RP2 loop is considered as
negligible.

• No common cause failure is considered between the
RP2 passive system and the safety injection.

• Only one failure is considered for each RP2 loop.

3.5.5. Initiating event and associated event tree
The accidental transient of TLPS, when the reactor

is in full power, has been chosen, as it is the refer-
ence transient used for the design basis of the safety
systems dedicated to the residual power removal. The
probability of occurrence of this initiating event is 10−5

per year. This value has been obtained by a fault tree
analysis carried out on an analog real reactor. Start-
ing from the initiating event, the analysis is carried
out through the method of event tree, integrating the
RP2 loops and the safety injection by accumulators.
The event tree is presented inFig. 8. To simplify the
representation, the four possibilities concerning the
number of RP2 loops available are presented in the
same event tree, whereas a real event tree is always
binary.

3.5.6. Event tree description
The generic events taken into account in the event

tree express the main actions to take, in order to protect
the reactor, in case of TLPS event:

Event 1: Failure per demand of the RP2 system—after
ove

hich
The
ing

ail-
n in

the
RP2
ves
t-up
the
ast

ty of
P2

re-
ds to

a lack of efficiency of the RP2 system, and eventually
to core damage. The probability of the failure of the
T-H process is evaluated by uncertainty calculations
(see Section3.4.2).
Event 4: Failure of the safety injection by
accumulators—in the case of a break on the RP2
exchanger tubes, the start-up of the safety injection
by accumulators maintains the feedwater mass in the
primary circuit, and the reaching of a satisfactory state
at 12 h (recovering of the active means of safety injec-
tion). But the mechanical failure of the safety injection
system directly results in core damage. Its probability
is equal to 10−3 per demand.

3.5.7. Accident sequences description
Only the sequences leading to a core damage are

detailed here:

Sequence 3 (three RP2s available, one broken tube):
in the case of one broken tube in the exchanger,
even when taking into account the uncertainties of
the characteristic parameters, the depressurization is
sufficient to allow the start-up of the safety injec-
tion system. But the failure of the safety injection
leads to low pressure core damage by uncovering the
core.
Sequence 5 (two RP2s available, no broken tube): tak-
ing into account the variations of the characteristic
parameters around the nominal values, it is not possi-
ble to conclude to a success or to a failure of the RP2
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the TLPS event, the RP2 system is required to rem
the residual power, because normal means, w
require an energy source, are not available.
management of the transient is different accord
to the number of RP2 loops available. The f
ure probabilities obtained in each case are give
Table 6.
Event 2: Broken tubes on RP2 exchangers—in
case of a broken tube on at least one of the
exchangers, the break in the primary circuit invol
the uncovering of the core and requires the star
of the safety injection. This event corresponds to
probability of occurrence of broken tubes on at le
one of the three RP2 exchangers. The probabili
this event is 3× 10−3 per demand for the three R
loops.
Event 3: Failure of the T-H process—this event cor
sponds to an undetected configuration which lea
system for this situation. An event correspondin
the failure of the thermal–hydraulic process is th
fore considered. In Sequence 5, the thermal–hydr
process fails so that the sequence leads to high
sure core damage.
Sequences 7 and 8 (two RP2s available, one brok
tube): as a result of T-H calculations, the proxim
between the time (≈4500 s) when the depressu
tion reaches 40 bar (i.e. the necessary pressure to
the safety injection) and the beginning of core d
age (≈5500 s) does not allow us to conclude
success or to a failure of the RP2 system for this
uation. An event corresponding to the failure of
thermal–hydraulic process is therefore considere
Sequence 7, the thermal–hydraulic process is run
well (the depressurization of the primary circuit
sufficient to obtain 40 bar before core damage)
the safety injection fails so that the sequence l
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Fig. 8. Simplified event tree of Total Loss of Power Supply on a PWR equipped with the RP2 system.
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to a high pressure core meltdown. In Sequence 8, the
thermal–hydraulic process fails (the primary pressure
stays above 40 bar) and the sequence leads to a high
pressure core meltdown.
Sequences 9–11 (one RP2 available) andSequence 12
(no RP2 available): with only one RP2 loop available,
the power extracted is not sufficient and the situa-
tion leads to a core damage. If there is one broken
tube in the exchanger, it is possible that the depres-
surization will be sufficient to allow the start-up of
the safety injection system. However, we have also
considered this situation as a situation leading to
core damage, because from a conservative point of
view, the addition of two unfavourable events can-
not lead to a satisfactory situation. Thus, the three
Sequences 9–11 lead to a core damage. With no RP2
loop available, we are in the case of no safety sys-
tem available and core damage is reached in less
than 1 h.

3.5.8. PSA results and analysis
Core damage frequency, after a TLPS event, is esti-

mated at 7.5× 10−8 per year. This frequency corre-
sponds to the sum of the probabilities of each accident
sequence leading to the core meltdown in pressure for
the TLPS transient with the assumption that all the
events are independent. The main accident sequence
(Sequence 5) has a frequency equal to 7.2× 10−8 per
year which represents 96% of core damage frequency.
This sequence corresponds to a T-H process failure
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cooling pool. The RP2, designed in this way, would
reach the probabilistic safety objectives set for a reac-
tor integrating passive systems. These results underline
the importance of taking into account the T-H process
failure probability when evaluating the reliability of a
passive safety system.

4. Conclusions

A methodology has been developed to evaluate the
reliability of passive systems characterised by a moving
fluid and whose operation is based on T-H principles,
such as natural circulation. The obtained methodology
addresses the following problems:

• identification and quantification of the sources of
uncertainties and determination of the important
variables;

• propagation of the uncertainties through T-H models
and assessment of T-H passive system unreliability;

• introduction of passive system unreliability in the
accident sequence analysis.

The methodology shows the importance of the defi-
nition of T-H passive system reliability, which implies
the definition of the performance function of the system
and the analysis of the uncertainties.

The methodology has been successfully applied
to several passive systems among which is the RP2
passive system. The results obtained on these exam-
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ot affect the design of the RP2 system which is
ient in preventing high pressure core meltdown.
t would be desirable to re-examine the design bas
he RP2 system, in order to obtain a more satisf
rocess, when one RP2 loop is not available. In
ase, the probabilistic objective to reach for the
rocess failure would be 0.03 and not 0.24. This v
ould allow reaching a yearly core damage freque
f 10−8 with respect to high pressure core damage

he studied transient family (TLPS). This objective
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les have shown the advantages of sensitivity ana
or the determination, among the uncertain para
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ossible to evaluate the reliability of the systems
pecific situations, once the probability density fu
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educe the number of T-H calculations, it often app
seful to approximate the T-H model by a respo
urface.

A consistent approach, based on an event
epresentation, has been developed to incorp
n a Probabilistic Safety Assessment, the res
f reliability analyses of passive systems obtai
n specific accident sequences. In this approach
ccident sequences are analysed by taking into ac

he success or the failure of the components and o
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physical process involved in the passive systems. This
methodology allows the probabilistic evaluation of the
influence of a passive system on an accident scenario
and could be used to test the advantage of replacing an
active system by a passive system in specific situations.
On the example of the RP2 system, the methodology
has led to a proposal of a new design basis of the
system.

The developed methodology participates to the
safety assessment of reactors equipped with passive
systems and could be a tool for the designers who
define the architecture of safety systems and for the reg-
ulatory authorities in the safety evaluation of passive
system.

The results of the analyses made show that, in
spite of the inherent characteristics of passive systems,
which are a priori considered as advantages (simplicity,
decrease of the need for human interaction, reduction or
avoidance of external electrical power or signals), the
decision for the designers to replace an active safety
system by a passive system is not easy from a safety
point of view. Before making a final decision, other
points which have not been addressed within the frame-
work of the RMPS project, due to limited time and
resources, should be studied in future work. In par-
ticular, a very important issue concerns the human
factors, which play an important role in the reliability
assessment of a passive system. Indeed, the periodic
maintenance and inspection of such systems introduce
particular constraints; unlike an active system that can
b hut-
d ested
u nd
t ems.
I age
o allow
o be
i

A

uro-
p fth
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